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If {S,,, n 20) is a random walk which drifts to +03, a last exit occurs at (n, S,,) if S,,, > S,, for all 
m > n. In analogy with the more familiar first exits, it is shown that the set of all such (n, S,,) 
forms a modified two dimensional renewal process on [0, ~0) x (-a, a). Furthermore the interpoint 
distribution is the same as in the first exit case, and the projection onto the time axis is stationary. 
The asymptotic behaviour of the distributions of the time at which the kth last exit occurs and 
the time at which the last exit from (-co, a] occur are given (for fixed k and a respectively) 
whenever the left-hand tail of the step distribution is either regularly varying or obeys a Cramer-type 
condition. 
random walk * exit times * passage times 
1. Introduction 
Let {S,,, n 2 0} be a random walk which drifts to +a; that is S, = 0, S, = C: Xj for 
n 2 1 where the X’s are independent and identically distributed, and 
: n-‘Pr{S,<O}<oo, : n-‘Pr{S,>O}=co. 
n=, n=, 
For --03 < x < 00 we define the last exit time from (-00, x] by 
(1.1) 
L(x) = sup{ n 2 0: s, s x}, (1.2) 
where sup{+} = +OO, so that for x 20, L(x) is a proper random variable and for 
x<O, L(x) is improper. We are concerned with some aspects of last exits which 
seem to have been overlooked. (For results relating to the existence of moments of 
L(x) see [S, 9,121 and for results on the exact distribution of L(x) in certain special 
cases see [l, 21.) In Section 2 we investigate the ‘last exit ladder point set’ defined 
by E = Uxslw {{L(x), S,,,,}}, and find an interesting parallel between last exit times 
and the more familiar first exit times defined, for x 2 0, by P(x) = inf{ n a 1: S, > x}. 
As is well-known, the ‘first exit ladder point set’ defined by F = lJ__, {{P(x), Spcxj}} 
is an ordinary bivariate renewal process on [0, 00) x [0, CO), see e.g. [6, Chapter XII]. 
We show that E is a modified bivariate renewal process on [0, co) x (--co, 00) having 
the same inter-point distribution as F and such that the marginal process 
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lJxeR {L(x)} is stationary. Furthermore, it is obvious that the structure of F is 
particularly simple in the case that the random walk is upwards skip-free (that is 
when, with X standing for X1, say, X takes integer values and Pr{X 2 2) = 0). We 
show that the same is true of E and also that there is, in this case, a simple expression 
for Pr{ L( k) = n}. In certain special cases this gives the distribution of L(k) explicitly, 
but it also enables one to write down the asymptotic behaviour of Pr{L(k) = n} (as 
n + a, with k fixed) for large classes of upwards skip-free walks. This topic is taken 
up in Section 3 where we examine in detail the asymptotic behaviour of the tail of 
the distribution of both L(x) and E(k), the time of occurrence of the kth last exit 
point, whenever the left-hand tail of the distribution is either regularly varying, or 
satisfies a one-sided Cramer-type condition. 
2. The last exit ladder point set 
The set E = UxEw {{-Ux), &dl is obviously countable and can be enumerated 
sequentially as follows. Let us say a last exit occurs at (n, S,) if S,, < I,,,, where 
I, = infman S,, and write (&, 2,) for the position of the kth last exit point, k = 
1,2,...; then clearly {(Ek, Z,), k s 1) = E. With (E,, 2,) = (0,O) consider the last 
exit excursions (Ed, k 2 1) defined by 
&k = {&m,+n - zk_,; 0 =S ?I G Ek - Ek-,}; 
we then have 
Theorem 1. (i) el={Sn,O~n~J}, where.I=sup{n~O: $=I,}. 
(ii) el, s2 . . . are independent and, for k 2 2, tzk 2 {S, -&,,, 0s n < T), where 
T=inf{n>O: S,>O}. 
Proof. (i) Since S, a +a, inf,,, S, > IO, so a last exit occurs at (J, lo). On the 
other hand, for n <J we have S, 2 I, = I n+l, so a last exit cannot occur before 
time J. 
(ii) This depends on a duality argument which is similar to that used in [7]. For 
any random variable N we write S, = (S,,,O~n~~),andS~=(SN-SN-n,O~n~ 
N) for its dual; recall that if N is independent of {S,,, n SO}, then S*, g S,. We 
introduce a random variable G which is independent of {S,, n > 0} and has a 
geometric distribution of parameter p, and write Ecpf and E(~P) for the last exit ladder 
point set and last exit excursions of So. (Note that E (kp) = 0 for all sufficiently large 
k.) Let TV, T*, . . . , 7K denote the strict increasing ladder epochs of S*, and 
&,&,...,&t, denote the ‘excursions of S*, below the maxima’ defined by Si+l = 
{Sz+,- St, 0~ n c TV+, - TV}, where TV= 0 and ~k+~ = G. It is clear that 
&,&,..., SK+, are independent and that each of S,, S2, . . . , SK has the distribution 
of S*,. Now for fixed rzl on the set E,<G we have Ksr and E,,E~,...,E, 
coincide with e(IP), E$‘), . . . , cc”). thus the duals of these random vectors coincide I , 
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and agree with SK+, , SK, . . . , SK+2_-r. Letting p -+ 0 and noting that Pr{ E, < G} + 1 
it follows that E,, E*, . . . , E, are independent and that each of E~,E~,...,E, has 
the distribution of S*,. Since r is arbitrary, (ii) follows. 0 
Corollary 1. {(I&, Z,), k 2 1) is a modi$ed 2-dimensional renewalprocess on [0, 00) x 
(-co, 00) in which 
(El, Z,) = (4 10) 
and 
{(E&l -El, zk+, -z,), kz 1) %k, s,), kz 11, 
where Tk denotes the kth strict increasing ladder epoch for (S,,, n 2 0). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem I if we recall that 
( Tk, S,) 2 C” (T(‘) Y”‘) 
(T,S,). 0 ’ ’ 
where the (T(‘), Y”‘) are independent copies of 
Corollary 2. The ‘last-exit ladder epoch set’ UT { Ek}, is a stationary discrete renewal 
process in which the inter-event times are distributed as T and 
Pr{E,=n}=P Pr{T>n}, n>O, (2.1) 
where p = Pr{ I, > 0} = { E( T)}-‘. 
Proof. The stationarity follows from the observation that 
Pr nEU{Ek} =Pr{S,<Z,+,}=Pr{1,>0}, 
K 1 
and then the rest follows from Corollary 1. 0 
Turning now to the last exit times L,, (we write L, or L(a) interchangeably) it 
follows from Corollary 1 that, for a > 0, 
L, = E<,” (2.2) 
where a, = sup{n: Z, s a}. In general, a, will depend on {Ekr k 3 I} and the structure 
of the process {L,, a a 0) will be quite complicated. However, just as for the first 
exit times, there is an important class of random walks for which this process can 
be easily analysed. These are ‘upwards skip-free’ (u.s.f.) walks, which occur when 
X takes integer values and Pr{X 2 2) = 0. 
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Corollary 3. In an u.s.$ random walk {L,, m 2 0} is a mod$ed renewal process in 
which the inter-event times L,,, - L,, m 2 0, have the distribution of T. 
Proof. For m 2 0 we know that Z,,,,, “2 m and it follows that a,,, “2 u,,+ m, and 
hence 
L, 2 L,ff T(‘) 
1 
(2.3) 
where the terms on the R.H.S. are independent. Cl 
The decomposition (2.3) can be written as L, = L,+ @,,-, , m 5 1, where {I;k, 
kz0) is an independent copy of the first passage process of {S,,, n SO}. As is 
well-known (see e.g. [13]) in the u.s.f. case Pr{P,_l = n} = nrn-’ Pr{S,, = m} for n z 1 
and m 3 1, and there is also a simple expression for Pr{L, = n} which holds for all 
values of m. 
Proposition 1. In the u.s.j case 0 < t_~ = E(X) G 1 and 
Pr{ L, = n} = I_L Pr{S, = m} for n 2 0, --0o<m<c0. (2.4) 
Proof. Obviously p < 1 and p 6 0 is clearly incompatible with (1.1). Also Pr{L, = 
n} = Pr{S, = m). Pr{l,+, > S,} = p Pr{S,, = m}, so (2.4) just says that p = p in the 
u.s.f. case. This is well-known, but is a special case of the following rather surprising 
result, which we need later. q 
Proposition 2. Let I = I, = inf,,, {S,}. Th en or any random walk with jinite mean f 
/A>>, E{I; I>O}=/.A. 
Proof. It is clear that I = X, + inf{O, X,, X,+X, , . . .} = X1 + & where & is indepen- 
dent of X, and has the distribution of IO. Thus E(I) = p+E(I,,); since E(ZO) = 
E{Z,: I, c 0) the result follows. 0 
For the sake of completeness, we give an analytic characterization of the distribu- 
tion of L, in the u.s.f. case. 
Proposition 3. For an u.s.f: random walk there exists for 0 < z G 1 a unique solution 
r(z) of the equation z4(r)=l, where 4(r)=E(CX), and for O<zsl and m= 
0, 1,. . .) 
(2.5) 
Proof. It is well known (see e.g. [13, p. 1881) that E{zqv,} ={r(~)}~+’ and since (2.4) 
can be rewritten as Pr{ L, = n} = pnrn-’ Pr{P,,_, = n} a routine calculation yields 
(2.5). q 
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The following are examples where the distribution of L, can be given explicitly: 
Example 1. Binomial random walk. Suppose that kz 1 and Pr{X = +l} =p, 
Pr{X=-k}=q,wherep+q=l andp=p-kq>O.Then 
Pr{L, = n}= 
“Cr/_Lqrprk+m when n=r(k+l)+m, r=O,l,..., 
(2.6) 
0 otherwise. 
This result is given in [l] for the case m = 1; the special case when k = 1 is that of 
simple random walk, which is also a special case of the situation where Pr{X = k} = p, 
Pr{X = -1) = q, which has been treated in [2]. 
Example 2. Displaced Poisson random walk. Suppose that Pr{X = 1 - r} = e-“A ‘/ r! 
forr>OwhereO<h<lsothat~=l-AhO.Then 
Pr{L,=n}=p e-““(nh)“~“/(n-m)! for nZm+. (2.7) 
For many purposes the approximation to (2.7) obtained by using Stirling’s formula 
(viz Pr{L, = n}-j.A”~” en(‘~A’(27rrZ))“2 as n + cc for m fixed) is more revealing 
than the exact result. It is also clear that for any u.s.f. walk in which a large deviation 
local limit theorem can be employed to determine the asymptotic behaviour of 
Pr{S, = n}, the asymptotic behaviour of Pr{L, = n} follows from (2.4). 
In the next section, it is shown that the asymptotic behaviour can also be 
determined for random walks which are not u.s.f. 
3. Asymptotic results 
We start by considering the asymptotic behaviour of Pr{E, = n}, where Ek is the 
kth last exit ladder epoch. Corollary 1 tells us that this is determined by the behaviour 
of Pr{ T > n}, and Spitzer’s formula tells us that this is in turn determined by the 
behaviour of Pr{S, d O}. Since this is Pr{S, - np s -np}, we are in the area of large 
deviation theory; we therefore confine ourselves to the situations delimited in the 
following definitions, these being the only situations where the asymptotic behaviour 
of Pr{S, s 0} is known. 
Definition 1. We say that {S,, n SO} is in Class I if O<p = E(X) <cc and 
Pr{-X 3 x} = x-“l(x), (3.1) 
where 1~ N < ~0 and I is slowly varying at +a. 
Definition 2. We say that {S,, nz0) is in Class II if O<p = E(X)<co, 
there exists 0 < B G 00 with 
R(t)= E(eplx)<oo for t~[0, B] and O<l$ R’(t)/R(t)~co, 
(3.2) 
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and either 
X has a non-lattice distribution (3.3) 
or 
X has a lattice distribution with maximal span 1. (3.4) 
Recall from [ 111 that (3.2) is only a restriction on the left-hand tail of the 
distribution of X and that for Class II walks there is a unique solution h say of 
K’(t) = 0, where K(t) = log E(epfx), that 0 < h < ~0, 1 < A = eeKch) < CO, and 0 < y* = 
K”(h) < ~0. It also serves to simplify some results to introduce a constant 6 defined 
by 6 = (&yh)- ’ in the non-lattice case and 6 = {&y( 1 -e-“)}-I in the lattice 
case. We can now state our results on E,. 
Theorem 2. (i) Zf {S,,, n 2 0) is in CZuss I then, for each fixed k 2 1, 
Pr{&=n}-(pun)-*Z(n) as n-co. 
(ii) If {&, n 2 0) is in Class II then, for each fixed k 2 1, 
Pr{Ek=n}-AA,np3’2h-n as n+oo, 
where Ak = &~zJ~-~( v - l)(kv+ l- k)(A - 1))’ and Y = E(AT). 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
For the proof we require the following lemma, which we state in more generality 
than we require. Recall that a probability mass function on the non-negative integers, 
{PH, n 2 0) is said to be subexponential if, as n + CO, 
Pn+l_ Pn (3.7) 
and 
(P *p), -2p,, (3.8) 
where (a * b),, denotes the convolution of {a,, n 3 0) and {b,, n 2 O}. Note that any 
probability mass function which is regularly at cc automatically satisfies (3.7) and 
(3.8). 
Lemma 1. Let {p,, n 3 0) be a subexponential probability mass function. Suppose 
that q,,zO, r,zO, CTq,,=Q<co, CTr,,=R<oo and q,,-- qpn, r, -rp, as n+oo, 
where Oeqta, and O<r<a. Then 
(q* rL,-(W+Qr)p, as n+oo. (3.9) 
Proof. For n 2 k write (q * r), = 2, t-Z,+ Es, where Zi = I,“=, qjrn-.;, and & = 
Cy=,_, qjr,,. For each fixed j (3.7) implies that r,,- rp, -j - rp, so that 
lim,,, (p,)~‘~, = r xi”=, qj and hence limk,, (lim,,, (p,))‘~i) = rQ. Similarly 
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limk,, (lim,,, (p,)-’ X3) = qR. Applying the same argument to (p * p), shows that, 
under (3.7), (3.8) is equivalent to 
lim lim (p,))’ 
k+cr?n+rn 
C PjPn-j =O. 
kcj'n-l, 
But for all large enough k, & < 4qr Ck<j_cn_k pipn_,, so that 
lim limsup( pn)-‘& = 0, 
k+W n+m 
and this completes the proof of (3.9). q 
Proof of Theorem 2. For k = 1 both (3.5) and (3.6) follow from (2.3) and known 
results on the behaviour of Pr{ T> n} for Class I and Class II random walks 
(Theorems 1 and 2 of [4]; see also [5]). For k > 1 we see from Corollary 1 that 
Ek = E, + fk_, , where the summands are independent, and fk_, =” IF-’ T(‘), the 
T(‘) being independent copies of T. Now from Pr{ T> n} - cnFL(n) it follows that 
Pr{ T = n} = o{n-“L( n)} and hence that Pr{ fk_, = n} = o( nYL( n)). An application 
of Lemma 1 then establishes (3.5). For Class II random walks we have Pr{ T > n} - 
(v-1)6_‘(h -1))‘n -“*A mn and it is immediate that Pr{ T = n} - (A - 1) Pr{ T > n}. 
Using this in Lemma 1 it follows that 
and a further application of Lemma 1 (with q,, = A” Pr{E, = n}, r,, = A” Pr{ fk_, = n}) 
establishes (3.6) if we note that E(AEl) = (E(AT) - l)/{(A - l)E( T)} and recall that 
p ={E(T)}-‘. 0 
Turning now to the last exit times we note first that the representation (2.2) 
together with (3.5) might suggest that for Class I walks L, should have the same 
asymptotic behaviour as El for each fixed a 2 0. Because of the dependence between 
q= and {Ek, k 2 1) it turns out this is not exactly the case. In the following we 
demonstrate this when {S,, n >O} belongs to a subclass of Class I, and also give 
the corresponding result for Class II walks. 
Theorem 3. (i) Suppose that X takes integer values, 0 < t_~ = E(X) <a, and 
Pr{X = -n} = x-(“+“l,(n) (3.10) 
where 1 < (Y <CQ and 1” is slowly varying at +CO. Then, for eachjixed integer a, 
Pr{L,=n}-Pr{S,=a}-(pn))“l,(n) as n+a. (3.11) 
(ii) Suppose that {S,,, n > 0} is in Class II. Then for each fixed a (where a is 
assumed to be an integer in the lattice case) 
Pr{L,=n}-CPr{S,,~a}-C8e”hA-“n~“2 asn+co, (3.12) 
where C = E{ 1 - eeh’ ; 1~ O}. 
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Corollary 4. (i) Under rhe assumptions of (i) of Theorem 3, Pr{Z, = n}- 
(Y Pr{E, = n}. 
(ii) Under the assumptions of (ii) of Theorem 3, Pr{ L, = n} - nD Pr{ E, = n}, where 
D = C(A - 1) eah/{/3( v - 1)). 
Proof of Corollary 4. (i) This is immediate from (3.11) and (3.5), if we note that 
whenever (3.10) holds then (3.1) holds with Z(x)- (Y-‘&,(X) as x+00. 
(ii) This follows from (3.12) and (3.6). 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. (i) For any random walk on the integers we have the obvious 
generalization of (2.4), viz. 
Pr{L,=n}= f i,Pr{S,=a-j}, 
j=O 
(3.13) 
where 6 = Pr{inf,,,, S, > a 1 S, = a -j} = Pr{Z > j}. Under our assumptions an 
appropriate local limit theorem (analogous to the integral limit theorem of Nagaev 
[lo]) has been established in [3], and implies that, uniformly in j>O, 
Pr{S,=a-j}-n Pr{X=[a-j-np]}-n(np+j)-‘“+“l,(np+j) 
as n + 00. From this it follows that na Pr{ S,, = a -j}{ ZO( n)}-’ is bounded uniformly 
in j 2 0 for all sufficiently large n and converges as n + 00 for each fixed j to zL(‘+~). 
Since CT i, = E{Z: Z > 0} = p < co by Proposition 2, we can appeal to the theorem 
of dominated convergence to deduce (3.11) from (3.13). 
(ii) For a general random walk the analogue of (3.13) is 
Pr{ L, = n} = Pr{ Z > x} Pr{ S,, E a - dx}, 
which by integration by parts yields 
Pr{L, = n} = Pr{ Z 2 0) Pr{S, c a} - Pr{S, s a -x} dG(x), (3.14) 
where G(x) = Pr{Z < x}. It is immediate from (3.14) (again by dominated conver- 
gence) that whenever G(x) = lim,,,{Pr{S, s a - x}/Pr{S,, s a}} exists for each fixed 
O~X<CO, then Pr{L, = a}/Pr{S,, s a} converges to Pr{ZaO}-Jy q(x) dG(x), i.e. 
E{ 1 - $(I): Z 3 O}. But the classical local limit theorems of Petrov allow us to show 
that I,!I exists and to identify it. Specifically, for a non-lattice random walk in Class 
II, Theorem 1 of [ll] shows that for any fixed y, Pr{S,, <y} - 8A-“nm”2 ehy, and it 
follows that $ exists, $(x) = eehx and (3.12) holds. In the lattice case the same 
conclusion follows by the use of Theorem 6 of [ll]. 0 
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Notes. (a) The constant C has the alternative expression C = (1 -h-‘)E(e-h’O). 
This can be seen by an argument like that used in establishing Proposition 2. 
(b) In the lattice case (3.12) can also be written in the form Pr{L, = n}- 
C’ Pr{S, = a} where C’= (1 -eph)C. 
(c) The argument used in establishing (3.12), when applied to Class I walks, 
merely yields the information that Pr{L, = n} = o{Pr{S,, < a}}. However, the follow- 
ing results show that we can determine the asymptotic behaviour of Pr{n s L, <a} 
for any Class I random walk. 
Theorem 4. For any random walk in Class I and for any jixed a 
Pr{nc L, <00}-- (y Pr{S,<a} 
(Y-1 
-2 t..Pn’-“Z(n) as n +a. (3.15) 
Proof. For nz0 let Z’“‘=inf,,.{S,-S,,}=inf{X,+,,X,+,+X,+,,...} so that 
Pr{Z’“‘~ x} = Pr{Z <x} = G(x). Then by decomposing {L, > n} according to the 
value of I’“‘, there results 
Pr{n c L, < oo} = Pr{S, c a} Pr{ Z b 0) + 
I 
O- 
Pr{S, s a -x} dG(x), (3.16) 
-cc 
an equation which is quite different from (3.14), despite the superficial resemblance. 
Now Nagaev [lo] has shown that for Class I random walks, uniformly for ys 
n(p - t), for any fixed t > 0, 
Pr{S, s y} - n Pr{X s -(np -y)} = 
n&+-y) as n-,oo, 
(np -Y)* 
(3.17) 
Taking any fixed a and t > 0 we can rewrite (3.16) as 
Pr{n~L,<~I={W~~O)+ I_“,, + (x)dc(*)+r,,} Pr(S,sa) (3.18) 
where C,, = n(p -t) - a and &,(x) = Pr{S,, s a -x}/Pr{S,, i a}. Now from (3.17) it 
follows that $,,(x) is uniformly bounded in x 3 -C, for all large enough n and 
converges to 1 as n +m for each fixed x. Thus by dominated convergence, 
I”--,, A(x) dG( ) x converges to 50: dG(x) = Pr{Z < 0}, and (3.15) will follow from 
(3.18) if we can show that lim,JOlimsup,,,{(r, -(a - l))‘I}=O. Now from (3.1) it 
follows, using Theorem 2 of Veraverbeke [14], that 
G(-y) = Pr{Z s -y} 
I 
03 
-pp’ Pr{X s -x} dx- y’~~Z(y)~“-‘(a - 1))’ (3.19) 
Y 
as y+ ~0. From the obvious estimate r,, Pr{S, s a} S~I? dG(x) = G(-C,,) and (3.17) 
and (3.19) there follows lim,&, limsup,,, r,, s (a - 1))‘; writing C$ = n(p + t) -a 
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and noting that Pr{S, c C,, + a} + 1 by the strong law the estimate r, . Pr{ S, c a} 2 
II> Pr{S,, < a -x} dG(x) 2 Pr{S,, s a + &>G(-e,,> yields lim,l, liminf,,, r, 2 
(a - 1)-i, and (3.15) is established. 0 
4. Concluding remarks 
(i) The asymptotic behaviour of Pr{Pa > n} as n + co for fixed a 2 0 has been 
determined for Class I and Class II random walks in [4], and it is interesting to 
compare the two sets of results. 
(ii) We have said nothing about the renewal process {z,,, n 2 l}, the restriction 
of U, {S,,,,} to the positive half-line. Since the renewal function for this process 
is /3G{(O, xl}, where G(A) = 1, Pr{S, E A} is the Green’s function for the random 
walk, it follows that {.&, n z l} is stationary only in the u.s.f. case. Of course the 
random variables g,,+, - .?!,, for n a 1 are independent copies of ST, the first increasing 
ladder height, and the asymptotic behaviour of the tail of their distribution is 
determined by the right-hand tail of the distribution of X. Now by Theorem 1 we 
can write 2, g Y(-I,) where Y(f) denotes the forward recurrence time in an 
independent ordinary renewal process with lifetimes distributed as ST; since the 
asymptotic behaviour of the tail of the distribution of -1, is determined by the 
left-hand tail of the distribution of X, it seems that determining the asymptotic 
behaviour of the distribution of 2, will be quite complicated. 
(iii) Theorem 1 contains more information about the last exit excursions than 
we have used. For example it implies that for ka 1, the distribution of 
suPEIMEI+,{S” -&c] coincides with that of ST. -inf,,rS,. 
(iv) Extensions of these results to Levy processes, the continuous analogues of 
random walks, will be considered elsewhere. 
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